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Alexandre Caretti is a man, cisgender and heterosexual. Through his works, he disseminates the clues
of characteristics rarely associated with valued masculinity. The discomforts he addresses draw the
boundaries of a fragile and lame masculinity. When he talks about his impotence, hair loss or anal
penetration, he is enunciating experiences of his body, which are usually identified as missteps in
satisfying normative masculinity.
However, in his plastic work, these anomalies of the norm embrace a different flavor. His sexual
impotence, his illusory baldness or his own penetration builds his identity as a man, just as much as
they mutilate it. They reveal, in hollow, the invisible norms that dictate male behavior.
To talk about his privacy, the artist chooses to place his work on the border between institutional and
domestic spaces. His questions hatch in the privacy of home, and are made visible in the less private
space of the exhibition halls.

statement

The work of Alexandre Caretti is an invitation into his private life. His plastic work explores his
relationship to masculinities. Sometimes suffered, sometimes provoked, the discomforts he addresses,
question his place as a man in the world. Through introspective works of delicate gravity, he offers to
look at the ancestral edifice of masculinities from his bedroom, sometimes delicately taking us to the
frontiers of his sexuality.
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Peach Boy

4

exhibition «Sticky Flames : Bodies, Objects and Affects », Casino Display, Luxembourg, 2021
curated by Nadina Faljic & Mnemozine (Claire Buchler and Matthieu Buchler)
2021,
embroidered duvet, futon,
silk pyjamas, avocado
and onion dyes, prostate
massager, heated papier
maché seat, summer outfit,
hooks, sleep video ...

At the end of summer 2021,
Nadina Faljic contacts me
to invite me to the Sticky
Flames, Bodies, Objects
and Affects exhibition.
I decide to produce the
furniture that will inhabit
my bedroom for the two
months I have left before
the exhibition.
I’ll take this room with me
to the exhibition.

Peach Boy

5

I write four texts that I
send to a friend who will
proofread, correct the texts
and discuss with me about
sexuality.
On my phone, his name
is followed by the peach
emoji.
These intimate texts tell
about certain aspects
of my connection to
my masculinity and to
the question of my own
penetration as a cisgender
and heterosexual man.

Peach Boy
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I slept in that futon,
sweated in those sheets.
I spent hours in the light of
this lamp. I have
dreamed in the warmth of
that duvet, and I cried
in those pajamas.
Peach Boy is my bedroom,
in which
my questions germinate
and flourish.
This is the first time in my
practice that I have spoken
without detour about such
an intimate issue.

To Andre Agassi
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exhibition « j’habite une pivoine : not all houses are homes », Maison du jardinier, Parc Jouvet, Valence, 2021
curated by David Pons
2021,
Video-message for Andre
Agassi, letter to the
attention of spectators,
Perriers bottlres, amethysts,
tennis modules, Pins Perrier
Roland Garros ...

« This is a video by artist
Alexandre Caretti. He says
he’s losing his hair and asks
the former tennis champion
how something as stupid as
losing that hair could lead
to his loss in the Roland
Garros final. He says it
not like that but roughly.
Apparently Agassi played
for several years with a
wig and was so afraid of
losing it in his final that he
completely missed it. »
David Pons, curator of the
exhibition «Not all houses
are home»

To Andre Agassi
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Andre Agassi loses his first
Roland Garros final in 1990.
He will have to wait until
1999 to be able to win this
coveted title.
He will confide in his
autobiography that he lost
because he was, at that
time, more focused on his
wig which threatened to
fall, than on winning one
of the most important
competitions in his
discipline.
Andre Agassi also confides
in it that he hates tennis.

To Andre Agassi
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Hard to find, alone, why
there is such a big gap
between the futility of
baldness, and the deep
discomfort in which it
plunges.
Will Andre Agassi answer
me? Will he agree to share
his personal answers with
me?
See you soon, perhaps,
for an interview in his
hometown of Las Vegas.

To Andre Agassi - film
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Click on the cup to watch the film

I love E.T. l’extra-tendresse
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finalist film of the Price Emergences from Scam, 2020
2020,
film, combijama E.T., box
decorated with natural
remedies for impotence
(ginkgo, ginseng, yohimbe,
sea cucumber), figurines

I am sexually impotent.
Through archives and
ghosts from the past who
have rubbed shoulders,
willingly or forcibly, with
this embarrassing question,
I love E.T. l’extra-tendresse
addresses sexual impotence.
This thorny issue of the
soft sex crystallizes the
fears and anxieties of the
way we experience our
masculinities.
I love E.T. l’extra-tendresse is
an attempt to reflect on the
boundaries of what defines
our masculinities.

I love E.T. l’extra-tendresse - film
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Piciarùs
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exhibition « caméra silex patate germée », Casino du Luxembourg, 2019
2019,
Piedmontese housing
model, hurdles, thunder
stick, wild boar’s tusk,
limoncello, wolf trap, chair
in Formica ...

Between 1890 and 1910,
Piciarùs grabbed the largest
wicker basket he could
find and went to the cliff
overlooking his village.
He raises his makeshift
parachute skyward, and
soars into the void, hoping
to glide down below. He
crashes a few hundred feet
below, his bird dreams
shattering with his bones.

Piciarùs

14

Between the village
madman and the
unconscious visionary, the
stories about Piciarùs are
multiple and impossible
to grasp in their entirety.
The installation reflects
this nebulous character
by offering a work that
functions as clues to a story
whose truth has long been
forgotten.

Piciarùs

15

Piciarùs is an evolving
work. As the performance
tells the different versions
of the story of Piciarùs, I
move the objects. I show
them more closely to the
children, I give the adults
a try on the wolf trap and I
give the lucky ones a taste
of limoncello.

Portaterra

16

exhibition « Les Martinets dorments en volant », Crac Altkirch, 2018
2018,
artifacts, story transcribed
and told, costumed
performance
2 x 1 x 2.50 m

engravings by
Apolline Morel-Lab

In the 1960s, Portaterra
is said to have left his
Piedmont village taking
with him a suitcase filled
with soil from his garden.
A personal cure for
homesickness.
I wander the space, dressed
in the costume to inhabit
the display of Portaterra’s
ghostly presence.

Marguerite
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exhibition « Fiasco Chéri », Le 19, Crac Montbéliard, 2020
2020,
Viagra jewel pommel,
oversized soft pistils
of lilies, sleeping bag,
baby carrier, spongy
breastplate...

Reclaiming my tenderness
and my childhood fragility,
this is the quest that
opens with Marguerite.
This adventure begins by
questionning impotence,
male contraception and our
boyish clothing habits.

Marguerite

18

Marguerite is an outfit,
intended to be worn during
the opening time. All props
are powerless symbols
of power. The pistils of
the royal lily are soft and
protruding here. The sword
has lost its aggressive blade.
The camo set is covered
in sky blue mesh, between
army uniform and nursery.

Marguerite
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During Marguerite Mixa, I
share the tenderness in the
form of moisturizing baby
milk. A squirt of milk in
the palms of the audience,
accompanied by a hand
massage for the more determined.

Rocaillou

20

2019,
conference, auditorium,
microphone, voice,
Stalagbite, Scepter de
Dagobert, Rocaille

In October 2019, I am
organizing a performed
conference that focuses
on the potential riches of
speaking engagements.
Talking about one’s work
should be as much an
opportunity to innovate in
the forms of speech as our
works are.
This speech is accompanied
by the use of accessory
works relating to caves,
rock gardens and jewels.

On a échangé nos Œuvres chéries
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2020,
four slots of art works,
account book, presentation
stand
2.50x1.50 (pink fabric
dimensions)

In On a échangé nos Œuvres
chéries, I bring together
participants who own one
or more works.
I praise the qualities of
some of mine, in «batches»,
which are then offered for
exchange, for a specified
period.
By accepting an exchange
contract, each party agrees
to take the greatest care of
the work hosted.

On a échangé nos Œuvres chéries
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Each lot has its specificities,
but the pieces have in
common that they were
designed, among other
things, as pampering soft
toys. They are soft, supple,
flexible and often soft.
The only parts accepted in
exchange should be able to
fit into my bedroom.

Osselle Vertex 3
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2020,
stalagmite outfit, candy
poufs, Ebay stalagmites,
hair loss reflection sofa.

Like a cave that I am
showing around, a part of
me is abandoning myself...
It has lost its concretions,
making it orphan of its
quality of authentic natural
heritage, and I am losing my
hair... At least, I think... I’m
not sure.
Osselle Vertex 3 marks the
opening of an investigation
into this new facet of my
masculinities.

O.-Vertex 3
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exhibition « Discord », La Chaufferie, Strasbourg, 2021
2021,
replica anti-baldness
helmet, eBay stalagmites,
foam stalagmites, armchair,
jacket and caveman outfit,
wig, Solo con te tribute film
...

O.-Vertex 3 is the
continuatioin of Osselle
Vertex 3.
This investigation and this
work, by talking about
my incipient baldness and
masculinities, through the
existential problems of a
degraded cave, offers ways
to better explore the way
boys are expected to be
boys.

O.-Vertex 3
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O.-Vertex-3 tries to construct
a plural narrative, which
conveys the complexity of
the questions it addresses
through forms that elude
a final conclusion, moving
towards multiple and rich
outcomes.

O.-Vertex 3
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O-Vertex 3, to put it
briefly, is an attempt to
illuminate the baldness
chasm with a ghostly
glow. And to, perhaps,
discover, that camouflaging
in the darkness of this
capillary distress, lie
unexplored galleries which
contain other tales of our
masculinities.

O.-Vertex 3 - song
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Alexandre Caretti

Identifiant SIRET

curriculum vitae

+336 12 30 01 65
a.caretti.25@gmail.com
892 408 592 00012

www.alexandrecaretti.fr

Expositions
• « Sticky Flames », exposition collective curatée par Nadina Faljic et
Mnemozine, Casino Display, Luxembourg, 2021
• « Not all houses are home : J’habite une pivoine », exposition collective
sur un commissariat de David Pons pour Gros Œuvre, la maison du
gardien, Parc Jouvet, Valence, 2021
• « Discord », exposition collective, la Chaufferie, Strasbourg, 2021
• « Fiasco chéri », exposition collective, Le 19, Montbéliard, 2020
• « Crash Test #1 », exposition collective, galerie Janssen, Strasbourg, 2020.
• « caméra silex patates germées », exposition collective, Casino
Luxembourg, Luxembourg, 2019
• « Pousse 2 », exposition collective avec Neil Beloufa, La Chaufferie,
Strasbourg, 2019
• « Les martinets dorment en volant », exposition collective, Centre
Rhénan d’Art Contemporain, Altkirch, 2018
• « Devenez propriétaire », exposition collective, Les Brasseries, Maxéville,
2017

Résidences
• « Cryptococktail », avec Anne-Sarah Huet et le groupe No Name,
Syndicat Potentiel, Strasbourg, 2020.
• « La vie est un long fleuve de sport d’équipe », Lion-en-Sullias, 2019

Formation
• DNSEP, félicitations, Haute école des arts du Rhin, section art, groupe
No Name, Strasbourg, juin 2020
• DNA, féliciations, Haute école des arts du Rhin, section art,
groupe No Name, Strasbourg, juin 2018
• Classe préparatoire aux écoles supérieur d’art, Beaune, 2014-2015

Commissariats
• « Discord », avec Jules Maillot, Kapitolina Tcvetkova et Kelly Weiss, à La
Chaufferie, au Syndicat Potentiel et au Faubourg 12, Strasbourg, 2021
• « Fiasco chéri », avec Marie Mercklé, Jules Maillot, Ondine Duché, PierreClément Mallet, Le 19, Montbéliard, 2020
• « Cryptococktail », avec Marie Mercklé, Syndicat Potentiel,
Strasbourg, 2020.
• « La vie est un long fleuve de sport d’équipe », avec Ludovic
Hadjeras, Lion-en-Sullias, 2019
• «Avant-Première 2017 », avec Anne Delerue, Ingwar del Maestro, Mélina
Giboire, Ludovic Hadjeras, HEAR, Strasbourg, 2017

Fonts
Kaeru Kaeru by Isabel Motz
Sorts Mill Goudy by Barry Schwartz
Playfair Display by Claus Eggers Sørensen

fin

À très vite !
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